ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR FEBRUARY-2022
CLASS : 7TH
SL NO.

UNIT – 8
THE TOWN
BY THE SEA
WEEK 1

Week 2

SUBJECT : FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH
LEARNING OUTCOMES

SUGGESSTED
ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT
ACTIVITIES

1) Enable and comprehend
the answer
2) Refer dictionary for
unfamiliar words

1) Write the past tense
of the following words.

Task 1

3) Discuss and understand
about Amitav gosh

3) Complete the web
chart by the details of
Amitav ghosh.

4) read the lesson and will
be able to answer the
extract.

Week 3

5.) Enable to comprehend
and answer
6) paragraph writing

2) Right the glossary for Task 2
the word given

4) Read the following
stack and answer the
question

Week 4

9) comprehend and able to
write Antonyms

Task 4

5) Give the other gender Task 5
of the following
6) Right few sentences
about your recent trip.

7) Enable to comprehend
the questions and the answer
7) Read the lessons
it
silently and answer the
question given

8) Enable to comprehend
and answer.

Task 3

Task 6

Task 7

.
8) Complete the
Task 8
following sentence with
suitable words.
Task 9
9) Write antonyms of
the following words.

Task 1
I . Write the past tense of the following word

1 Have
2 Go
3 Enjoy
4 Is
5 Spend

-

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task 2
II. Write the glossary for the Words below given .
1) Glimpse
-----------------2) Dense
-------------------3) Brusquely
-----------------4) Glimmer
-------------5) Trivial
----------------6) Futile
----------------

Task 3
III . Read about the author amitav ghosh and fill the web chart given below

Amitav
ghosh

Task 4
IV . Read the following extract and answer the question that follows
1) And yours mother and sister?
A) Who asked this
B) To whom was it said?
C) Who were disappeared

Task 5
V. Write the other gender of ;1) He
-----------2) mother ----------3) sister
---------4) wife
----------

Task 6
VI . Write a few sentences about your recent trip
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task 7
VII. The lesson silently and answer the question given
1) when was amitav ghosh born ?

2) Where did Nava Bharathi school children went to trip?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3) where did the director left his family when he went to trip ?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4) Why did the director cut off his wife’s call?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5) Director was very anxious why ?

Task 8
VIII . Complete the following sentence with suitable words;
1) -------------------- school children went to the trip to Chikkamagluru
2) The director was on the way to ------------------3) The water in the --------------------------------- began to rise rapidly.
4) --------------- is the author of the lesson “The Town By The sea “
5) A government office in ------------ had satellite phone.

Task 9
IX . Write the Antonyms of the following
1) Early
X
-----------2) Different
X
-------------3) Night
X
---------------4) Rapid
X
-----------

5) Interior

X

-------------

